**Punctuation**

LI: We are learning to review and correct writing to make sure it makes sense.

SC:
- I can use a range of punctuation, for example, capital letters, full stops, commas, inverted commas (speech marks), exclamation marks, question marks and/or apostrophes.
- I can identify if a word is misspelt or a sentence is grammatically wrong and correct it.

**Activity**

Re-write this paragraph putting in ALL PUNCTUATION (full stops, capitals, commas, inverted commas, question marks, exclamation marks, apostrophes etc. etc.)

*REMEMBER TO START A NEW LINE FOR EACH NEW SPEAKER*

you are extremely lucky to be going to canada for your summer holiday next july said ali because it is a country which ive always wanted to visit i know replied tim its a place which ive wanted to go to as well when my aunt joan and uncle bob went to live there two years ago they promised that i could visit them which part of canada are you going to asked ali its near a place called banff said tim i think that its near the rocky mountains wow exclaimed ali perhaps youll see some grizzly bears thats exactly what im hoping for laughed tim

*READ THE PASSAGE SEVERAL TIMES TO MAKE SENSE OF IT BEFORE RE_WRITING IT*
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